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Abstract

Emergency medical services (EMS) provide pre-hospital medical care and represent an important part of the rescue chain. The paramedic and physician’s work is characterized by regular day-to-day services as well as extraordinary missions within mass casualty incidents (MCIs). For several reasons, accessing, recording and communicating operational data are important tasks in any scenario of urgent medical care. Supporting an immediate and careful execution with the help of mobile technologies is accompanied by various challenges. While the mere technological problems, e.g. steady network connectivity or sufficient battery service life, are on the way of being solved within the near future, questions of usability remain. In this paper, we propose a single device solution for information, documentation and communication needs and describe our approach to ensure usability both in daily routine as well as in exceptional circumstances.

1 Introduction

Despite differences in exact wordings and regulation, an emergency medical services (EMS) can been generally viewed as “[…] the ambulance services component that responds to the scene of a medical or surgical emergency, stabilizes the victim of a sudden illness or injury by providing emergency medical treatment at the scene and transports the patient to a medical facility for definitive treatment” [1]. Recording and communicating operational data are important tasks both for several reasons, among them:

- Further treatment of patients in medical facilities is mainly based and depending on recorded original conditions, initial diagnosis and previously undertaken actions.
- Communication, coordination and cooperation needs can only be met successfully, if the situation is assessed correctly on the basis of comprehensive documentation.
- Incident reports are the legal basis in the event of controversies at a later date and therefore act as evidence for paramedics and emergency physicians.
- Incidents reports are the source for accounting, statistics, quality management, and other concerns.

Even in highly developed countries, most EMS still rely on paper to handle these tasks. Pervasive computer-based solutions are introduced gradually into day-to-day services but as an informal survey on the leading European professional fairs “Interschutz 2010” and “RETTmobil 2011” revealed, most stakeholders feel confident that it will take months, if not years until a paperless workflow from patient to accounting is the rule rather than the exception [2]. Nowadays, various forms, tables and tags are used and carbon copies are the tools and aids for distributing data.

Projects like AID-N, ALARM, eTriage, SpeedUp, WIISARD or WISTA deal with several questions according to Mass Casualty Incidents (MCIs) but widely disregard daily job routine of EMS [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. Few and far between, conclusions are drawn that “technologies must be used every day, if they are to be successfully used in a critical situation” [8] and this is why one has to “match the system with current practice: Integrate systems in non-disruptive ways to promote use during routine ambulance runs” [9].

Issues of usability and user interface design emerging from these claims have not been elaborated. Until today, there is no research project we know of, considering EMS systems at large. Our following approach is trying to cope with these issues.
2 Care & Prepare

EMS are a challenging field of application. Analyzing users' needs and working contexts is complicated by various national, regional and even local organizations and regulations. While prototypical test runs are difficult ethically as well as legally, simulations or laboratory studies especially of mass casualty incidents (MCIs) have to be questioned in respect to transferability of results into real world situations. To meet these challenges in a more appropriate way, we propose the Care & Prepare approach. As the name reveals, it is based on two basic principles [2]:

- Care: An application system for managing MCIs and its user interface in particular have to be designed in consideration of the users’ contexts (physical, mental, temporal). Such a system has to be tailored to meet the constraints as well as the strengths of the human cognitive-perceptive system in these particular situational conditions.
- Prepare: The cornerstone of handling an MCI successfully is to be prepared. Highly trained routine behavior is formed in day-to-day practice of paramedics and emergency physicians. A system for handling MCIs therefore has to be a “natural” extension of a mobile data gathering system for regular rescue and transport missions.

This approach takes into account that MCIs are rare events in terms of a specific EMS and an individual employee. It does not contradict the statement that the difference between MCI and daily job routine “is one of kind rather than degree” [10]. While treatment strategies, organizational structures and courses of action obviously have to differ, utilizing technical expertise seems to be desirable. Routine usage can only be derived from intense and regular application [11]. Furthermore, regular operations can turn into MCIs anytime and anywhere, e.g. a minor car accident can result in a pile-up of cars.

We conducted a survey among the leads of German EMSs. All measures were taken on 5-point Likert scales:

- fully agree (2),
- rather agree (1),
- undecided (0),
- rather disagree (-1),
- fully disagree (-2).

Preliminary results show that the average of all responders rather agreed (x = 1.1) with the statement “Mobile electronic data gathering should be applicable both in regular operations and mass casualty incidents”. And the average of all responders disagreed (x = -1.6) with the statement “A system which is exclusively usable in mass casualty incidents or major catastrophic events makes sense”.

Taking into account that “from the point of view of the user, the interface is the system” [12], the usability of the user interface is of vital importance for suitability and acceptance of mobile computer-based documentation and information systems for EMSs.

3 The Usability Challenge

The challenge is to design a system that is suitable for supporting users in both situations – from a huge variety of complex situations in regular day-to-day services as well as in all task areas of MCIs: tactics, triage, treatment, take care, and transport.

3.1 Regular day-to-day services

Regular operations are coordinated by a regional public-safety answering point and involve as a rule less than three units each consisting of two EMS employees. They can be divided into acute medical care and medical transport operations [13]. While the former are time-critical and have to be accomplished as fast as possible, the latter can as a rule be scheduled over a longer period.

The diversity of patients in terms of age, handicap, religion, and the wide range of injuries and diseases make it harder to get routine even in day-to-day-services. In addition, there are no restrictions concerning daytime or location of accident. Hence, serious situations can be complicated by darkness, rain or narrow spaces [14]. Nevertheless, team work and division can be practiced repeatedly and are regulated by law. Furthermore, communication, cooperation and coordination needs are arranged and guided by the public-safety answering point staff.

A video-based error analysis of emergency mission documentation in simulated care revealed that there is room for improvement according to documentation quality in German EMS. 28 teams participated in two scenarios (myocardial infarction and major trauma). They recorded drug dosages and 20 respectively 16 parameters and actions. In the major trauma scenario 138 medications were administered. 31 of them were documented incorrectly. For the STEMI scenario 469 actions were carried out. 104 of them were not documented at all. Besides training of EMS staff and quality management programs, electronic documentation is named as one possible solution [15].

3.2 Mass Casualty Incidents

According to [16], a mass casualty incident (MCI) can be defined as “an event, which generates more patients at one time than locally available resources can manage using routine procedures. It therefore requires exceptional emergency arrangements and additional or extraordinary assistance.” Due to a shortage of rescuers, the large number of patients involved in a MCI cannot be treated like in individual emergencies. Corresponding standards of treatment are often too time-consuming and resource-intense. They could only be maintained in favor of few respectively
to the disadvantage of many casualties. Anamnese and diagnosis have to be made as compact and fast as possible.

What matters is a complete and comprehensible documentation of all medical actions and any other available data. A steady flow of information between the different sections and the incident command is crucial for correct assessments and for preventing chaotic situations. For instance, the flow of information between assembly and operation area turns out to be difficult. The absence of continuous communication can impinge on waiting crew members. If they are not enabled to estimate the following mission, motivation problems or anxiety states could abate abilities and performances [17].

Communication, coordination and cooperation needs on site as well as with public-safety answering point and crisis teams are met by a complex mix of one-to-one talks, radio calls, mobile phone talks and messengers. Data is manually copied and gathered from individual triage tags. Legibility and slips of the pen are just two of the many thinkable sources of error. Studies point out several problems, which occur and recur, associated with simulated or real mass casualty incidents - communication and documentation being some of them [17] [18].

3.3 Implications
It is easily noticeable that the situations described in section 3.1 and in section 3.2 are exceedingly diverse and call for very different measures of support. Considering this diversity in situations it might not come as a surprise that up to now separate systems for each of these situations have been developed. Sophisticated and flexible documentation systems for regular day-to-day services on the one hand and experimental research systems for MCIs on the other hand.

The systems developed in projects like AID-N, ALARM, eTriage, SpeedUp, WIISARD or WISTA can be identified as results of a design approach for walk-up-and-use systems. This approach is clearly suitable for designing ATMs or ticket machines for a large and unspecified group of users. It might have been inspired by the idea of supporting users in unfamiliar situations as it is the case for almost all EMS employees in the event of an MCI. Nevertheless the users in both situations are basically the same.

In the case of EMS employees we have – in contrast of designing a walk-up-and-use system for an unspecified group of users – the advantage of being able to tailor a system to the very needs of a particular well trained group of expert users. One can and should make use of the expertise that EMS employees have built up over years of regular day-to-day services.

4 The Proposed System
A user interface includes hardware and software components which are mutually dependent in terms of input and output modalities as well as the overall interaction design.

4.1 Hardware
There are different hardware-related approaches to mobile data gathering in EMS. While digital respectively interactive paper offers a familiar user interface, it has several disadvantages, e.g. no on the fly input verification. Tablet PCs combine advantages of laptops and PDAs/smartphones and can further be distinguished by input and control possibilities. Pen-based interaction offers certain advantages compared to touch-based one. For example, difficulties arising from wearing gloves or dirty hands are ruled out. Other input methods supported by modern tablet PCs with built-in cameras, microphones or multi-touch support have to be judged critically. Particularly speech or gesture controls are problematic for various reasons. For example, speech input systems usually require comparatively high working memory resources of the users. These are crucial resources, which are highly needed for problem solving efforts [19]. In addition, MCIs as well as regular mission are often associated with a high noise level which could drastically decrease voice recognition rates. All in all, a rugged tablet PC with an exclusively pen-enabled interface can be considered as an appropriate single device solution for EMS.

4.2 Interaction Design
In safety- and time-critical application contexts offering a choice of possible proper input values should be preferred to free data entry, as long as the value range can be limited. Traditional desktop applications make use of check boxes, radio buttons and regular buttons in order to offer direct selection possibilities. With respect to pen-based interaction and challenges like occlusion, wizards should offer a large pointing target area. Therefore, regular buttons fit better than check boxes or radio buttons. At the same width of the component, they offer the largest event space and avoid further uncertainty as to whether the label is a target area, too. By implementing button groups, logical operations, like unselecting a button when another one gets selected, can be realized too. Apart from buttons, controls are needed which allow efficient access to a larger number of items without increasing the number of concurrently and constantly visual components disproportionately. Menu structures can be suitable on both counts.

4.3 Implementation
An advanced prototypical application system for managing MCIs is an on-going development in our research group and has already been reviewed and formatively evaluated by experts of different German EMSs. The goal of our project is to integrate a prototypical module into the existing
R2-System, an end-to-end solution for regular rescue and transport missions, of the DIGITALYS GmbH.

5 Conclusions
Based on the Care & Prepare approach, daily routine and extraordinary missions of EMS should be considered as two ends of a continuum within a single support system. Usability challenges arise from their different natures. Reference [20] illustrates that there are many technical possibilities managing MCIs only. With regard to the Care & Prepare approach and usability issues, some of them (e.g. PDAs) can be ruled out. A first study we conducted as well as reviews of the prototypical implementation point out that the basic ideas of Care & Prepare are approved by experts. Nevertheless, further research and development is necessary in order to find the right balance between technically feasible and efficiently usable.
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